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Introduction & Market update:
We will introduce the meeting and provide some useful insights into what is happening in the Edmonton market, and
how the Fort Mac fires have impacted us here.

Making Furnished Rentals Work:
In light of the need for housing after the Ft. Mac fire, furnished rentals are a great way to make extremely high cash
flow. James will cover the basics.
-How to furnish
-Tenant attraction
-Tenant Management
-Limiting Liability
-Finding the best property

Networking:
Meet with real movers and shakers in real estate, our networking breaks focus on topics and activities designed to help
move you forward.

Aligning Your Values With Your Work:
Cal Misener
We are really honored to have Cal come speak to us, he's a highly sought after business coach and
we're lucky to learn from him.
He's going to cover:
A guided a self-reflection as to your "why" for getting into real estate investing
A process to uncover your passion and the things that "light you up"
An exercise to align your passion/purpose with the work you do
Practical tools to ensure you continue on this path of "alignment" between what is important to your
personally and the work you do
Cal is a coach, facilitator and international speaker who is passionate about helping individuals and organizations
achieve alignment between what is important to them personally, the work that they do as well as the impact
they want to make.
Cal has over 20 years of experience in a business environment and has also been able to support the
transformation of hundreds of others in order to ensure they are more aligned in their lives and has created a
framework that can also help you or your organization.
Cal is a man of many pursuits including anything in the outdoors, travelling, fishing, cooking and especially
music. He currently lives with his wife on an island off of Canada's West Coast.

